
 

  

 

 

Gianni & Origoni appoints new Partners 

 

Arrigo Arrigoni and Chiara Gianni are nominated 

 

Rome, December 14, 2021 – International law firm Gianni & Origoni is pleased to announce the 

election of two new Non-Equity Partners: Arrigo Arrigoni (Energy and Infrastructure) and Chiara Gianni 

(Corporate/M&A).  

Arrigo Arrigoni joined GOP in 2009 and has significant experience in the development, financing and 

acquisition of infrastructures and renewable energies projects, having assisted a number of sponsors 

and financiers in these sectors in connection with some of the most relevant and innovative energy 

and infrastructure deals (including bond and project bond issues) both in Italy and across Europe in 

the last few years. 

Chiara Gianni joined GOP in 2008 and specialises in M&A, corporate and commercial law. She is 

instructed primarily in connection with acquisition transactions, including transfers of stock and 

businesses, drafting and negotiating joint ventures agreements, shareholders’ agreements and other 

commercial agreements. She advises a wide number of domestic and multinational companies in 

significant acquisition and extraordinary matters, handling each phase of the transaction, from the 

strategic and preliminary steps up to the negotiation and drafting of contracts.  

Antonio Auricchio, Co-Managing Partner of Gianni & Origoni states: “Following an unprecedented 

period of uncertainty due to the pandemic, we are particularly pleased to announce these new 

appointments. They not only restart our path towards enhancing our firm’s resources, which we have 

always believed in, but they also represent in themselves a renewed source of energy and motivation 

for all of us." 

Notes to Editor: 

 

Gianni & Origoni is an international law firm with over 430 lawyers distributed in the offices of Rome, Milan, Bologna, Padua, 
Turin, Abu Dhabi, Brussels, Hong Kong, London and New York.  
 
The firm is considered among the leaders in Italy in global business services and is active in the field of M&A, Corporate, 
Banking and Finance, Capital Markets, Antitrust and Regulatory, Real Estate, Litigation and Arbitration, Restructuring, Public 
Law and Tenders, Environmental, Projects, Tax, Labour, IP, Wealth and Trust, Shipping Aviation and Transportation. 
 
In 2021 the firm was awarded “Law firm of the Year” at the 2021 Chambers Europe Awards as well as "Corporate Firm of the 
Year" for Italy at the 2021 IFLR Europe Awards. 
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